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To verify the pattern prints 
accurately, make sure this 
square prints exactly as a 
1 x 1 inch square

NOTES:
- This is for an Adult Medium Sized Hand for a full run of sizes (including kids), 
please purchase our digital pattern at www.springbokcraftsupply.etsy.com 

- Use a soft tempered 3 oz leather.

BASIC INSTRUCTIONS (Highly recommend watching the video)
1. Print and trace
Trace your pattern at 100% (ensure 1 inch square in 1 inch) and trace on  leather.

2. Cut your pattern
2 pieces of each pattern, you should have 6 pieces total, 3 for the left hand, 3 for the right 
hand. 

3. Arrange your pieces 
Place the palm piece and the �nger piece together, with the �nished top side of the 
leather facing in. You want to align the thumb parts of each piece (see below).

4. Sew the front pieces
Sew along the thumb all the way across (see above). The pattern shows the stitch line in red.

5. Sew the cu� edge
Fold the edge on the cu� area approximately 1/2 in for all four pieces. Top stitch over to give it a nice �nished edge.  

6. Sew it all together
Place the back hand piece and the front piece together, with the �nished top side of the leather facing in (see image B). 
Align it all and tape down or clip together. You will need to sew the mitten in 2 parts. From the cu� to just under the 
thumb, and then from just over the thumb to the other side of the mitten(see image C)

SPRINGBOK CRAFT CO
https://www.youtube.com/c/SpringbokCraftCo
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7. Trim the excess

8. Turn your mittens

9. Add a lining 
Cut your liner pieces exactly the same, with the exception of adding an extra 1.5-2 in to the cu� area (depending on how 
long you want the cu� to be). Sew the liner exactly the same as the leather mittens. No need to turn the liner, just insert it 
once you are done sewing and �ip the cu� area over.
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ADULT - MEDIUM
Back Hand Piece

Cut 2 Pieces
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ADULT - MEDIUM
Palm Piece

Cut 2 Pieces
(flip pattern for 

other hand)
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ADULT - MEDIUM
Finger Piece

Cut 2 Pieces
(flip pattern for 

other hand)
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